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I seek to comment on the concept of AVA policies. Such necessarily reflect the narrow 
political views of the Policy Advisory Council, and can never serve a heterogeneous 
profession such as ours. It is farcical to pretend that our great and vast profession is 
united on any ethical matter, and insulting to any professional to be so verballed.  
 
Many policies call for “evidence” yet there is no evidence supporting the policies either, 
just the narrow political convictions of those of our profession inherently interested in 
one side of any issue, therein lies the motivation for gravitating towards Policy Advisory 
positions of power. The very same individuals have their opinions expressed repeatedly 
through various organizations. The whole process of Policies is thus inherently flawed 
and should be disbanded. That would mark our ethical evolution as a profession, save 
considerable time and funds, and create an atmosphere of open ethical growth instead of 
“right” versus “wrong”, “in” versus “out” and “policy” versus “against policy”.  
 
Veterinarians are not “in the business” of politics or government, or at least should not 
be. It appears that the current Executive of the AVA may have used AVA members 
money and the AVA name, to back research on a private matter before the courts in 
Queensland. That matter relates to State Laws for Dog Breed Specific Legislation. I 
regard such as misappropriation of AVA monies and reputation, and demand full 
disclosure and a full published audit of AVA spending naming who was paid, when, and 
exactly what for. Members should be outraged at the possibility that our executive could 
use AVA monies to pay one of their Policy Advisory Council or any other member 
belonging to the “in-circle” to perform research on a private matter before a court of law. 
The AVA Executive are in a position of service to members, not “feet in trough” and 
promotion of personal politics.  
 
As an AVA member university educated in ethics, I find our policies a professional 
embarrassment because they reflect a blinkered “politically correct” ethically ignorant 
juvenile set of values. There is no absolute right or wrong side when it comes to ethical 
issues as reflected in our profession’s policies, and it is ethically offensive to try to force 
any ethical position upon other Veterinarians. Every ethical issue must be studied like a 
diamond to appreciate its many facets, and it is only when you are seduced by alternate 
views that you are in a strong position to criticize those views and form a mature ethical 
opinion. People with opposing views are generally neither ignorant nor stupid and it is 
time to show some respect for the professional ethical heterogeneity of our colleagues, 
and the laws of this State. DISBAND AVA POLICIES and audit the existing executive. 
 
